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Welcome
It’s our favourite time of year here at Scentsy. Autumn and winter 
have always been wonderful for our Scentsy family — full of great 
activity and anticipation, and some of our most beloved scents have 
made their debut during this special season. We hope you find so 
much more to love this year, like our delicious Panettone; refreshing, 
woodsy Iced Pine; exotic, plummy Dominica; and amazing, bracing 
Transcendence.

If you already love our wickless candles, you’ll find so much more to 
love in our personal care line. Now you can envelop your life in your 
favourite Scentsy fragrance! 

Take a moment to enhance this truly spectacular time of year 
with your favourite Scentsy products. Wishing you the loveliest of 
autumns and the happiest of holidays,
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It Started With 
a Fragrance… 
Banana Nut Bread, to be precise, melted in a decorative 
ceramic warmer. It filled the Thompson home with the 
scent of ripe banana, nuts and spices, together with the 
stories and laughter that come with reminiscing.    

Heidi and Orville Thompson knew they had something 
special; something that could bless the lives of others and 
bring value to the world — something worth an investment 
of their resources, their time and their passion. What could 
they do but leap in wholeheartedly?  

Today, eight years later, more than 200,000 passionate 
micro-entrepreneurs join the Thompsons in sharing the 
Scentsy experience and the Scentsy difference throughout 
the United States, Canada and Europe. What began as a 
simple idea — with a delicious fragrance — has become a 
rewarding opportunity for all who choose to embrace it.
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  Reactive-Glaze Finish  
Scentsy warmers with this symbol are one-of-
a-kind, created with a reactive-glaze process 
that gives each piece a hand-crafted look. Every 
Scentsy warmer is unique and may vary from 
photos shown in the catalogue.  

Two Enchanted warmers showing posible  
colour variation.

Full-Size Scentsy Warmers 
Make a statement in any room.  
Approximately 11 cm wide and 15 cm tall. 

To change wax in your Full-Size and Mid-Size Scentsy Warmers, pour completely melted wax into its original packaging, then 
clean the dish with a paper towel. If the wax is still fragrant, store the used bar in a cool place until you’re ready to reuse it. 

A Simple System 
In Europe, Scentsy warmers use a heating element to slowly melt specially  
formulated wax, enhancing your home with 80 Scentsy fragrances safely,  

with no flame, smoke or soot.  

 Plug the Warmer Cord 
into your warmer.

1 Place the dish on your warmer, 
plug it into the wall outlet,  
turn it on and  
place one or  
more sections 
of a Scentsy 
Bar into the 
warmer dish.

2 Enjoy!3

The Scentsy Mission
To bring value to the world by providing an industry-leading,  
family-friendly business opportunity selling creative, artistic,  

high-quality products that 

Warm the Heart, Enliven the Senses,  
and Inspire the Soul.

NEW  Citrus
Bright as a fresh-picked 
lemon, the simple design of 
Citrus lets its cheery yellow 
finish take center stage. 
Shown on page 22.
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  Crackle Finish 
Scentsy warmers with this symbol are made with a 
glaze that crackles when heat is applied in the kiln. 
Tiny cracks appear in the finish, giving the warmer a 
distinct, aged look. 

Mid-Size Scentsy Warmers 
Perfect for offices and smaller spaces. 
Approximately 10 cm wide and 13 cm tall. 

[G]  Glow  
Scentsy warmers with this symbol are 
crafted of porcelain that will glow from 
within when lit. 

5
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Add new dimension to your space with the Silhouette 

Collection. Dynamic Downtown, sweet Chickadee and 

regal Castille wraps encircle a simple, porcelain Full-Size 

Scentsy Warmer. Switch it on and the light shines through, 

creating amazing textured patterns.

Expand your collection by purchasing additional warmer 

wraps individually for £12 each.*  

Lili  [G]     £40

Groovy flower-power 
petals lend a fun and  
funky look to any room.

Linden  [G]   £40 

An outbloom of leaflets 
create a subtle, mesmerising 
pattern when lit.

Loom  [G]   £40

Threads of wire-thin  
metal are woven into  
a whimsical nest.

silhouettesilhouette 
collection

NEW Castille  [G]   £40

Fit for a queen, Castille has 
a soft powder finish and 
crown detailing. 

NEW Downtown  [G]   £40

The bold beauty of a 
nighttime skyline snaps to 
life when Downtown is lit. 

» Castille wrap only, £12 

» Chickadee wrap only, £12 

» Downtown wrap only, £12

» Lili wrap only, £12 

» Linden wrap only, £12 

» Loom wrap only, £12
* Silhouette Collection sets include a Silhouette wrap and Core Warmer. Individual wraps and core 
warmers are also available for purchase separately. Wraps are designed to fit over Silhouette Collection 
Warmer only. Available for purchase with Host Rewards and Perpetual Party Rewards.

NEW Chickadee  [G]   £40

Little birds perched among 
a canopy of leaves create a 
lovely scene. 

[G] = Glows when lit.

Glowing Core  [G]   £35

A simple porcelain 
warmer casts a soft 
glow, enlivening any of 
the six Silhouette wraps.

76
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Full-Size Scentsy WarmersFull-Size Scentsy Warmers

NEW Azure       £35

NEW  Azure
Azure is an alluring 
study in contrasts: 
A gothic, hexagonal 
design with a bright, 
sky-blue finish. 

Full-Size Warmers

[G] = Glows when lit.      = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.       = Crackle Glaze. Final finish may vary.  

Baby’s Breath     £35 Bride       £35 Celtic Love Knot       £35 NEW Cordeline  [G]     £35 DoodleBud    £35

Form meets function to produce Scentsy’s Full-Size 
Warmers. Unique and elegant, these works of art are 
created from sophisticated materials and accentuated 
with careful decoration. £35 each *

*All product prices are VAT inclusive.
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Full-Size Scentsy WarmersFull-Size Scentsy Warmers

NEW Flare       £35Fizz [G]     £35

NEW  Cordeline
Cordeline’s whimsically elegant stacked 
design glows from within, adding a 
subtle, understated warmth.
Shown on page 9.
Stand sold separately. See page 17.

NEW  Flare
A bold burst of 
colour makes Flare’s 
classic design pop.  

[G] = Glows when lit.      = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.    

Flight       £35

Heavenly [G]       £35 Heirloom [G]       £35  Jane         £35

11
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Full-Size Scentsy WarmersFull-Size Scentsy Warmers

Jet       £35

Nature’s Haven       £35
NEW  Snapshot
A picture window set into a square, ivory-and-taupe 
column radiates light from within its ropy, silver frame. 
All that’s missing is your favourite photo.
Shown on page 15.
Stand sold separately. See page 17.   

13

 = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.

Margot        £35
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Full-Size Scentsy WarmersFull-Size Scentsy Warmers

NEW  Turret
Organic yet stately, the titanium finish 
of Turret brings to mind glass mosaic 
patterns unearthed in ancient ruins.
Stand sold separately. See page 17. 

NEW Turret        £35

14

 = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.    

Silvervine       £35

NEW Snapshot        £35
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Full-Size Scentsy WarmersFull-Size Scentsy Warmers

Windsor      £35

NEW Zingana        £35

[G] = Glows when lit.     = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.    

NEW  Zingana
Sleek and exotic, Zingana’s jagged lines of 
black streak a background of glowing ember. 

NEW Whoot [G]     £35

Zebra       £35

Elevate your Scentsy warmer! 
Now in four designs and two finishes. £10 each
 
Stand-Round Stand-Square
13 cm x 2 cm 13 cm x 13 cm x 2 cm
Powder-coated metal with an oil-rubbed bronze finish.

NEW Web NEW Flower
13 cm x 13 cm x 2.2 cm 13 cm x 2 cm
Metal with an antique silver finish. 

Stand-RoundStand-Square NEW Web

NEW Flower



Mid-Size Scentsy WarmersMid-Size Scentsy Warmers

18 19  = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.       = Crackle Glaze. Final finish may vary.

Mid-Size Warmers

NEW Anvil        £30 NEW Aqua        £30 Contenta         £30

NEW  Anvil
A warmer as dark  
and inky as if it had  
just been pulled out  
of a metalworker’s 
fire, wreathed with 
hammered silver coils.

Cupcake        £30 Daphne         £30 Enchanted        £30

Crafted with the same attention to detail and intricate 
artistry as Scentsy’s Full-Size Warmers, these top-of-the-
line mid-size warmers are perfect for offices and other 
smaller rooms. £30 each *

*All product prices are VAT inclusive.



Mid-Size Scentsy WarmersMid-Size Scentsy Warmers

20 21

Quill         £30Graphite      £30

NEW  Aqua
Aqua combines an ocean-blue glaze and undulating 
ripples, like waves breaking on a Mediterranean beach.
Shown on page 18.

NEW  Tilia
The simple, modern 
shape and glowing 
porcelain of Tilia allows 
the stark beauty of a 
tree in winter to shine 
through. 

[G] = Glows when lit.      = Reactive Glaze. Final finish may vary.    

Raven        £30

Rosso      £30 Tiara       £30  NEW Tilia [G]       £30

21



Mid-Size Scentsy WarmersMid-Size Scentsy Warmers

22 23

NEW Miami Collection

Citrus      £30

Orange      £30

NEW  Key Lime
Key Lime combines clean lines with a zesty burst of 
verdant colour.

Key Lime      £30

22 23
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Lenny the Lamb £25
Baby Lenny the Lamb £20 

Mollie the Monkey £25
Baby Mollie the Monkey £20

Ollie the Elephant £25
Baby Ollie the Elephant £20

Patch the Dog £25
Baby Patch the Dog £20

Scratch the Cat £25
Baby Scratch the Cat £20

Roarbert the Lion £25
Baby Roarbert the Lion £20

Penny the Pig £25
Baby Penny the Pig £20

Ribbert the Frog £25
Baby Ribbert the Frog £20

NEW Barnabus the Bear £25

Huggable Scentsy for the whole family!

The Scentsy Buddy family keeps growing! Barnabus the Bear is ready to bring a big 
dose of comforting fragrance to new friends, young and old. And his pint-size baby 
Buddy friends are perfect for backpacks, handbags or naptime hugs!

Every Scentsy Buddy comes with a zippered pouch to hold your favourite Scent 
Pak fragrance. Appropriate for all ages. (Includes one Scent Pak, 
see page 43.)

Go to scentsybuddy.com to meet all of the Buddies, big and small!

2524
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Delve into the depths of the season: Crisp Apple Press, unexpected 

Ace, yummy Frosted Ginger Cookie. Explore new worlds and relive 

fond memories with 16 brand-new Scentsy fragrances.

Scentsy Fragrances

94 ml/74 g

SCENTSY BAR
wax/wachs/cire/cera/cera/wosk

Apple Press

Scentsy, B.V.  | UI Swierkowa la  |  Bronisze
05-850 Ozarow Mazowiecki  |  Poland  |  +48 22 721 12 31  |  www.scentsy.com

Made in USA/Hergestellt in USA/Fabrique aux Etats - Unis
Prodotto negli State Uniti/Hecho en los Estados Unidos

Wyprodukowane w Stanach Zjednoczonych 

Scentsy Bar 
Our classic wickless candle — a remarkable 
medley of wax and finely crafted fragrance. 
Break it apart, add a cube or two to your 
Scentsy warmer and infuse your environment 
with scent. Available in all fragrances.   £5 each

272626 27
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Favourites clean breeze

White florals with a touch of spring; 
this is the scent of fresh,  

clean laundry. 
sb � tt-cle-201

coconut lemongrass

Creamy, tropical coconut and  
sunny, bright lemongrass. 

sb � sp-clg-201

my home

Spicy cinnamon and floral scent —  
a must try! 

sb � sp � tt-myh-201

sugar cookie

Warm, sweet blend of butter, 
sugar, and creamy vanilla.  

sb-sug-201

sunkissed citrus

Lively blend of oranges, lemons, 
limes, and grapefruit. 

 sb-skc-201

sweet pea & vanilla

Ambiance of raspberries and  
sweet pea petals with vanilla.

sb � sp-spv-201

welcome home

Warm and welcoming with  
cinnamon and spices. 

 sb-whm-201

black raspberry vanilla

Delicious, sun-sweetened dark  
berries warmed with vanilla.  

sb � sp -brv-201

skinny dippin’

Fresh green apples perfectly 
harmonised with refreshing 

melons and juicy pears. 
sb � sp � tt-skd-201

perfectly pomegranate

Dark and juicy pomegranate with a 
sweet berry finish; this is a classic.  

sb � sp-ppg-201

newborn nursery

Fresh, clean, and powdery, this 
dreamy scent evokes memories  

of cradling your little ones. 
 sb � sp-new-201

satin sheets

Sensual and earthy sandalwood,  
perfectly paired with rich, warm vanilla.  

sb � sp � tt-sat-201

luna

White florals — jasmine, sweet pea, 
and freesia — juicy berries, and 

sandalwood shimmer like moonlight. 
sb � sp-lna-201

my dear watson

Refreshing bergamot contrasted  
with mint, cedar, and suede.  

Sophisticated and smart.  
sb-mdw-201

white tea & cactus

A clean, crisp, and refreshing  
floral mix with green notes. 

 sb-wtc-201

sb=scentsy bar

sp=scent pak

tt=travel tin

Fragrances

From tropical Coconut Lemongrass to manly  
My Dear Watson, Favourites are adored by new  
and returning customers alike. Whether you love 
fresh, romantic, spicy or fruity scents, you can 
always find something to love in Favourites.

292828
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It’s time for raking leaves, picking apples and brisk walks outside; for 
gathering with family and friends and watching the snow fall. It’s time for 
spicy cloves, bracing mint, rich butter, crisp pine. Scentsy’s Autumn & Winter 
fragrances awake memories of seasons past — and enhance your home as 
you create new ones.

clove & cinnamon

Classic scent of cinnamon  
sticks fused with cloves.

sb-cnc-201

cinnamon bear

Crisp, spicy cinnamon with 
a touch of cloves. 

sb-cbr-201

cinnamon vanilla 

Inviting blend of vanilla beans, 
cinnamon, coconut, and cassia.

sb-cva-201

central park pralines

A decadent confection of rich 
roasted pecans, buttery caramel, 

and cinnamon sugar. 
sb-cpp-201

black ruby  

Juicy-sweet plum, black cherry,  
and sparkling persimmon, with 
untamed vanilla and hibiscus — 

 a luminous, deep fragrance.   
sb-rby-201

sb=scentsy bar

sp=scent pak

tt=travel tin

whiteout  

Exhilarating blast of cool peppermint 
and sweet, golden apple, blanketed 

over frosty winter pine.
sb-whi-201

cozy fireside

Warm spice notes with zesty ginger 
and cinnamon. 

sb-cfs-201

silver bells

Icy peppermint candy canes dance over 
warm and welcoming winter pear and 
crisp apple, all enveloped in a velvety 
blanket of caramel and vanilla sugar.

sb-sbl-201

NEW frosted ginger cookie

Chewy brown sugar biscuit  
spiked with warming ginger 

 and fragrant vanilla. 
sb-fgc-201

eskimo kiss  

Blackberry jam, caramelised brown 
sugar, vanilla, and amber in a softly 

romantic scent.
sb-esk-201

snowberry

A luscious blend of loganberry, 
strawberry, peppermint,  

and zesty cinnamon. 
sb-sby-201

NEW iced pine

As refreshing as a walk through 
newly fallen snow: green fir and pine, 

kissed by icy peppermint.
sb-ipn-201

NEW

buckleberry

A bite of summer’s bounty: bursting 
fresh berries atop a buttery blanket 

of crumbly coffeecake.  
sb-bky-201

A silky-sweet golden custard of 
sugary caramel, rich cream, and  

just a touch of warm vanilla. 
      sb-ddl-201

NEW

dulce de leche

The scent of pure autumn bliss — 
fresh, juicy pear and sweet honey 

together with subtle hints of spices.
sb �  sp-hpc-201

honey pear cider

NEW

frosted ginger cookie

NEW

iced pine

3130
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baked apple pie

Flaky crust, apples, and spices  
combined in a strong scent.

sb-bap-201

blueberry cheesecake

Thick, rich NY cheesecake  
with a light biscuit crust and  

delicious blueberries.
sb-bbc-201

A ‘candy-licious’ confection of 
sparkling sugar, fluffy whipped 

cream, and vanilla extract.
sb-hap-201

happy birthday

lemon coconut chiffon

Melt-in-your-mouth lemon custard 
layered with butter cake and 

sprinkled with toasted coconut. 
sb-lcc-201

mochadoodle

Delicious roasted coffee beans  
and cocoa, balanced with sugar, 

caramel, and heavy cream.
sb-mdo-201

sticky cinnamon bun

Cinnamon and sweet icing with 
warm, nutty nuances.

sb-scb-201

vanilla cream

French vanilla with a touch  
of coconut milk.
sb � sp-vcm-201

sb=scentsy bar

sp=scent pak

tt=travel tin

Fragrances

It’s what you reach for to start your morning or 

to put a cap on a perfect meal at the end of the 

day: dark coffee, buttery pastry, sweet berries, 

creamy vanilla. Scentsy’s Corner Café fragrances 

are rich, luscious indulgences that whisk you to 

your happy place. 

Baked brioche infused with freshly 
zested citrus and studded with 

toasted almonds, apricots,  
and a splash of cognac. 

sb-pnt-201

NEW

panettone

The smell of crisp autumn days: 
crunchy apples, juicy pears, and  

just a hint of the last full roses  
of the summer. 

sb-app-201 

NEW

apple press

peach à la mode

Ripe and juicy peaches simmered in 
sugar and topped with a fluffy dollop 

of sweet vanilla cream.
sb-pam-201
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Whether your style is a pressed shirt and shiny 

cufflinks or soft flannel and worn work boots, 

Scentsy Man can awaken your spirit of adventure 

with its masculine collection of warm woods, 

fresh herbs and rich spices.

echo

Sophisticated, metropolitan 
fragrance of manly spice notes, 
Mediterranean citrus and herbs,  

and bitter orange. 
sb � tt-ech-201

route 66

A windswept drive in a convertible 
— an exhilarating breeze of citrus, 

herbs, and musk.
sb-rou-201

hemingway

Rich, ripe apples and warm, woody 
accents of sandalwood and cedar 

with hints of spice.
sb � sp � tt-hmy-201

zeppelin   

For those who dare to take to the sky: 
elegantly balanced citrus and sage 
soar over sandalwood and vetiver.   

sb-zep-201

hendrix

An electrifying blend of earthy 
patchouli, glowing sandalwood, and 
bold pink pepper, harmonised with 

sweet tobacco flower. 
  sb-hdx-201

vanilla suede

Classic vanilla with rich amber and 
hints of sandalwood and spice — a 

subtly masculine fragrance.
sb-vns-201

sb=scentsy bar

sp=scent pak

tt=travel tin

Definitely unexpected: tangerine and 
lavender enrobed in dark chocolate 

and sweet, musky amber.
 sb-ace-201

NEW

ace NEW zephyr      

Woody French lavender, buttery 
suede, and rich woods in a strong and 

sensuous fragrance. 
sb-zpr-201

NEW

zephyr

A heady blend of resinous oud,  
redolent incense, and rich amber 

infused with patchouli.
 sb-alo-201

NEW

aloeswood

Sunny citrus, herbal lavender,  
and green vetiver tempered by a  

dose of black pepper. 
 sb-mrn-201

NEW

mariner
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linger

Pink grapefruit, sugared apple, lavish 
praline, and flirty marshmallow swirl 

create a fragrance that says ‘stay’. 
 sb-lng-201

flirtatious 

Fruity and vibrant, a combination  
of green apple, grapefruit,  

and white amber. 
 sb-fli-201

simply irresistible

Lavender with a strong, woody  
background of amber,  

moss, and musk.  
sb � tt-sir-201

enchanted mist

Romantic blend of juicy apples, 
enhanced and sweetened by rose 

petals and rich jasmine. 
 sb-enc-201

quiver

Innocent vanilla flower, warm  
sandalwood, and sultry tuberose  

in a seductive scent, meant to  
cause a shiver of delight.

sb-qvr-201

Fragrances

love story

Innocent pink jasmine and sensual 
amber embraced by luscious 

dark chocolate.
      sb-lvs-201

Holding hands during a walk in the park, a picnic 
for two under the stars, or a night on the town 
in a little black dress. Whatever your idea of the 
perfect romantic moment, find a fragrance to 
match it among the sultry, sweet or playful scents 
of the Scentsy Romance Collection.

sb=scentsy bar

sp=scent pak

tt=travel tin

ru n2 me 

The spirit of a modern youth  
captured in warm pink pepper,  
deep woods, and bright cassis  

in a scent for everyone.  
   sb-run-201

A secret garden of night-blooming 
magnolia and earthy musk  

interwoven with mossy green grass. 
sb-gol-201

NEW

garden of love

An enchanting blend of wild  
orchid, smoky incense, and  

warm amber musk.  
sb-est-201

NEW

eastern treasures

french kiss

Sweet fig tenderly caressed  
by coconut pulp, exotic cedar,  

and caramel.
sb � tt-fks-201
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sb=scentsy bar

sp=scent pak

tt=travel tin

When you can’t get to your favourite space or  

today’s yoga class, find a moment to relax and 

unwind as you experience Scentsy’s Spa fragrances. 

Clean, sunny or earthy notes mingle with soothing 

musks or sheer florals to create the ultimate 

relaxation experience. 

just breathe

Breathe deeply as soothing 
eucalyptus, zesty lemon,  

and a medley of mints  
comfort and rejuvenate. 

 sb-jbr-201

french lavender

Pure, herbal fragrance of wild  
lavender from the hills of France. 

sb � sp-fre-201

enliven

Wild orchid and renewing currant, 
blended with sweet, soft fruits and a 

drop of coconut milk.  
 sb-enl-201

ocean

Cool and refreshing aquatic notes 
deepened with water lilies and  

ocean breezes. 
 sb-oce-201

mediterranean spa

Relax with this smooth, fresh,  
and breezy scent.  

sb-mts-201

pima cotton

A light, clean blend of lilies,  
freesia, and jasmine. 

sb-pim-201

be still

Unwind as light mandarin, soft  
violet petals, and creamy sandal 

tree envelop your senses and  
quiet your mind.  

sb-bst-201

Spa

Fragrances

Invigorate your senses with an  
unexpected harmony of white peach  

and vanilla, pineapple and amber. 
sb-awk-201

awakening

Take a deep, cleansing breath  
of soothing peppermint,  

crisp apple, deep green cypress,  
and brisk eucalyptus.

 sb-trs-201

NEW

transcendence

lotus cove

A splash of sea air, earthy lavender, 
and water flowers anchored  

by rustic driftwood. 
 sb-lcv-201

NEW

3938
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Fragrances

Seven Seas
Tuck a gardenia behind your ear and walk along a 

stretch of beach in Brazil. Stroll through rows of vivid 

spices piled high at an outdoor market in Morocco. 

Pick a perfect, tart lemon from a grove overlooking 

the Italian sea. Seven Seas fragrances are inspired by 

the world’s most intriguing places. Choose one and 

be transported. 

camu camu

Tropical oasis of lush mandarin, 
camu camu, and passionfruit. 

sb-cam-201

cucumber lime

Cool, refreshing blend of mellow 
cucumber and tangy lime. 

 sb-cuc-201

havana cabana 

Luscious medley of pineapples, 
oranges, bananas, and berries.  

   sb-hvc-201

paradise punch

A medley of wild Indian orange  
and sunny lemon juice, açaí  

berries, and starfruit.  
     sb � sp-pdp-201

kahiko hula

Say “aloha” with exotic passionfruit, 
mango, and papaya. 

sb-khl-201

midnight fig

Earthy, ripened figs and golden berries 
tempered by musky woods will open 
your eyes and captivate your senses.

sb-mdf-201

amalfi coast  

A warm afternoon in a sun-drenched 
Italian citrus grove: sparkling pomelo, 

white grapefruit, Capri lime.
 sb-amc-201

amber road

Discover glowing red cedar and 
resinous incense tucked amid smoky 

vetiver and crackling birch leaves.
      sb-ard-201

sb=scentsy bar

sp=scent pak

tt=travel tin

Plump purple plums nestled with 
fresh nutmeg, spicy cinnamon,  

and undertones of rich oak. 
 sb-dom-201 

NEW

dominica

The fragrance of a lush Far  
East garden: fresh-cut pineapple,  
succulent frangipani, and red goji  

berries with just a touch of  
full-bodied sandalwood.  

 sb-rgf-201

NEW

red ginger flower

414040



Fragrance on the GoFragrance on the Go
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Scent Pak

Bring your Scentsy Buddy to life! Simply 
insert a Scent Pak into the zippered pocket 
located in the animal. Also perfect for use  
in drawers, closets, gym bags or anywhere 
you would like a touch of Scentsy. Available 
in 14 fragrances. £7 each

vanilla cream  � sp-vcm

french lavender  � sp-fre

honey pear cider  � sp-hpc

luna  � sp-lna

black raspberry vanilla  � sp-brv hemingway  � sp-hmy

my home � sp-myh newborn nursery  � sp-new

satin sheets  � sp-sat

coconut lemongrass  � sp-clg

paradise punch  � sp-pdp

skinny dippin’  � sp-skd

perfectly pomegranate  � sp-ppg

sweet pea & vanilla  � sp-spv

Scentsy Fragrance on the Go! 

Travel Tin
Slip it under the seat of your car or place it on a hotel nightstand. Featuring 
a solid gel that doesn’t pour or spill, you can take your Travel Tin anywhere! 
Simply slide open your Travel Tin to release fragrance; the more you open it, 
the more scent you release. Available in 8 fragrances. £5 each

clean breeze  � tt-cle-201 echo  � tt-ech-201 french kiss  � tt-fks-201 

hemingway  � tt-hmy-201 my home � tt-myh-201 satin sheets  � tt-sat-201

simply irresistible  � tt-sir-201 skinny dippin’  � tt-skd-201

NEW TO SCENT PAK LINE

We know you’re always on the move — that’s why we make it easy to take Scentsy along! 

Whether you want to freshen your car, handbag, hotel room, gym bag or locker, you’ll find 

a portable Fragrance on the Go product to take with you.
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Combine and Save
Scentsy Bar 6-Pack 
6 Scentsy Bars 

MP-6PK-201 £25  (£5 savings) 

Perfect Scentsy, Full-Size* 
6 Scentsy Bars of your choice, 

plus 2 Full-Size Scentsy Warmers 

MP-PS26-205 £90  (£10 savings) 

Perfect Scentsy, Mid-Size* 
6 Scentsy Bars of your choice, 

plus 2 Mid-Size Scentsy Warmers 

MP-MS26-205 £80  (£10 savings) 

*Cannot be purchased using Host Half-Price Rewards.

Scentsy Bar 3-Pack 
3 Scentsy Bars 

MP-3PK-201 £14  (£1 savings)

454444 45
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Scentsy Personal Care lets you build a new fragrance 

wardrobe, layer by layer. Envelop every part of  

your life in scent, from your early morning shower 

or bath to the moment you rest your head on 

your pillow. Make your Scentsy fragrance your 

signature, leaving lovely traces throughout  

your day.

Begin every morning with a spa experience! Cleanse  
your skin with Scentsy Personal Care Shower Cream.

Moisturise and care for your skin with milky Scentsy  
Body Lotion.

Smoothe Solid Perfume over your pulse points. 

Revive yourself throughout the day with Scentsy 
Personal Care silky Hand Cream.

Soothe

Lather

Caress

Refresh

4746
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Transform your shower from  
a necessity to something sublime. 
Scentsy Personal Care shower  
products gently clean and moisturise 
your skin – and with six incredible  
fragrances to choose from, you can 
change your scent to match your mood.

Soothe

BODY LOTION | KÖRPERLOTION 
LAIT CORPOREL | LATTE CORPO
CREMA PARA EL CUERPO | BALSAM DO CIAŁA

230 g

Enchanted Mist

Lather

Caress

237 mL

Luna

SHOWER CREAM
DUSCHCREME
CRÈME DE DOUCHE
CREMA DOCCIA
CREMA DE DUCHA
KREM POD PRYSZNIC

HAND CREAM  |  HANDCREME
CRÈME POUR LES MAINS  |  CREMA MANI 
CREMA PARA MANOS  |  KREM DO RĄK

85 g

French Lavender

Refresh

Shower Cream
Turn your daily shower into a pampering experience. Emollient  
soybean oil enriches this luscious (and lusciously scented) cream  
to smooth and moisturise your skin. 237 mL. £12 each

Body Lotion
Aloe vera and shea butter combine with other premium ingredients  
for a silky-smooth moisturising experience that will wrap you in Scentsy 
fragrances. 230 g. £10 each

Solid Perfume
Experience our most beautiful scents in fine-fragrance perfumes. 
Each Scentsy Solid Perfume adds the finishing touch to your Scentsy 
Personal Care experience. 14 g. £18 each

Hand Cream
Packed with shea butter and aloe vera, this luscious hand cream 
soothes rough hands that need extra care. Carry the convenient tube 
in your purse, and bring Scentsy fragrance and a touch of softness with 
you wherever you go. 85 g. £6 each 

scentsy personal care combine and save
Shower Cream 3-Pack
3 Shower Creams
MP-3SC-201 £35 (£1 savings)

Hand Cream 3-Pack
3 Hand Creams
MP-3HC-201 £17 (£1 savings)

Body Lotion 3-Pack
3 Body Lotions
MP-3BL-201 £29 (£1 savings)

Solid Perfume 3-Pack
3 Solid Perfumes
MP-3PF-201 £53 (£1 savings)

Shower Cream 6-Pack
Buy 5 Shower Creams, get 1 FREE
MP-6SC-201 £60 (£12 savings) 

Hand Cream 6-Pack 
Buy 5 Hand Creams, get 1 FREE
MP-6HC-201 £30 (£6 savings)

Body Lotion 6-Pack
Buy 5 Body Lotions, get 1 FREE
MP-6BL-201 £50 (£10 savings)

Solid Perfume 6-Pack
Buy 5 Solid Perfumes, get 1 FREE
MP-6PF-201 £90 (£18 savings)

SCENTSY PERSONAL CARE FRAGRANCES

enchanted mist

bl | hc | pf | sc 

french lavender

bl | hc | pf | sc

luna

bl | hc | pf | sc

ru n2 me 

bl | hc | pf | sc

zeppelin   

bl | hc | pf | sc

FOR FRAGRANCE DESCRIPTIONS, SEE PAGES 28–41.

BL=BODY LOTION    |    HC=HAND CREAM    |    PF=SOLID PERFUME    |    SC=SHOWER CREAM

linger

bl | hc | pf | sc

4948
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Host a Scentsy Wickless Party
When you bring together friends and 
Scentsy products it happens naturally: 
laughter, sharing and reminiscing! 
Fragrances evoke unique memories for 
everyone. That’s why Scentsy products are 
best when experienced with others — and 
why Scentsy parties are so much fun.   

We Love Our Hosts! 
Your Consultant supplies the product displays and samples. You choose a date and invite a 
bunch of people who love a great party. And that’s it! When you host a Scentsy Wickless party, 
you’re sure to have a blast. 

But the best part about hosting a Scentsy party? Host Rewards! You’ll receive half-price items 
and product credits to use for your own shopping. Your Consultant can show you the best 
way to get as much Scentsy as possible — just for hosting!  

Perpetual Party Rewards
If any guest at your party books their own Scentsy Wickless party, you will receive an extra 
half-price item when you attend their qualifying party of £150 or more! Host Rewards are 
based on the pound amount of product sold at your party. Host Reward levels are VAT 
inclusive. Party orders shipped directly to customers instead of the combined shipment  
will incur a shipping fee.

†  Plus shipping. Contents may vary.

Host Reward levels are VAT inclusive.

•	 		It	is	illegal	for	a	promoter	or	a	participant	in	a	trading	scheme	to	persuade	anyone	to	make	a	payment	by	promising	
benefits from getting others to join a scheme.

•	 	Do	not	be	misled	by	claims	that	high	earnings	are	easily	achieved.

Make sure the direct selling company you choose adheres to the highest standards of business ethics and accurately 
represents its compensation plan. The Scentsy compensation plan fits on a single catalogue page, and Scentsy has been 
awarded numerous direct selling awards for its business practices.

COMPENSATION PLAN

*  Lifetime Personal 
Retail Volume; must 
be attained before 
rank advancement.  
 
PRV is a global point 
system convertible to 
local currency using 
a peg rate calculated 
by the formula ‘tax 
exclusive price/PRV.’ 
The current peg rate 
for the United Kingom 
is 0.833.
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SuperStar	Director 500 80,000 10,000 3 4 25% 9% 9% 7% 5% 2% 3% 3% 4% 5%

Star	Director 500 30,000 6,000 3 2 25% 9% 9% 7% 5% 2% 3% 3% 4%

Director 500 10,000 2,000 3 25% 9% 9% 7% 5% 2% 3% 3%

SuperStar Consultant 500 6,000 3 25% 7% 7% 5% 3%

Star Consultant 500 2,500 2 25% 4% 4% 2%

Lead Consultant 500 1,000 1 25% 2% 2%

Certified Consultant 1,000* 25%

Escential Consultant 20%

RANK RESPONSIBILITIES REWARDS

Join Scentsy!
As an Independent Scentsy Consultant, you’ll embark on an exciting 
new business opportunity, enjoying flexible business hours, the 
ability to earn income and the satisfaction of connecting people  
you care about with products you believe in. Reach your goals.  
Love what you do. Call your Scentsy Consultant or go to  
www.scentsy.com to start your journey today. 

Getting Started Is Easy
When you sign up, we’ll send you a Scentsy Starter Kit for only £85. 
Your Starter Kit includes everything you need to hold your first party and launch a 
successful Scentsy business. All you need to add is your love of Scentsy products 
and a passion to share them with others!  

Scentsy Starter Kit † (only £85—VAT inclusive)
Getting started is simple! Your Starter Kit includes everything you need to launch a successful 
Scentsy business: catalogues, brochures, demonstration products and a full set of scent testers. 
Visit with your Scentsy Consultant for more information on the benefits of joining Scentsy’s family 
of Consultants.

Guest Sales £150-£249 £250-£399 £400-£999 £1,000+

Free Product 10% 10% 15% 15%

Half-Price Items 1 2 3 4

5150
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Scentsy —A Simple System 

 Plug the Warmer Cord 
into your warmer.

1 Place the dish on your warmer, 
plug it into the wall outlet,  
turn it on and  
place one or  
more sections 
of a Scentsy 
Bar into the 
warmer dish.

2 Enjoy!3


